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LOGIC AND METAPHYSICS. 

Le problame de Dieu, d'atres la philosophie nouvelle. N. BALTHASAR. 
Rev. Neo-Sc., XIV, 4, pp. 449-489. 

The pragmatic movement takes its rise from Kantian subjectivism. In 
order to save from shipwreck the bases of the moral and religious life, it 
must give the will as practical reason precedence of theoretical intelligence. 
There is no object opposed to thought and distinct from it, there is no think- 
ing subject; nothing is real but thought in action. Le Roy wishes to dis- 
tinguish this philosophy from English pragmatism. He affects to satisfy 
the intellectual side of our being. Moral certitude is not a degree but a 
kind of certitude. If it is necessary to live one's thought, it is also neces- 
sary to think one's life. But abstract formula are never more than an 
inadequate and unfaithful approximation to truth. Against Le Roy we 
should say that the moral conditions necessary for the discovery of truth do 
not prevent the possibility of purely immediate evidence compelling our 
assent in last analysis. Le Roy's theory logically involves the measuring 
of truth by success, by utility. The new philosophy cannot find the bridge 
between the concept and reality, and cannot assign to Thought-Action its 
real object. Le Roy seeks to show that there are involved in the traditional 
arguments for the existence of God postulates which the modern mind can- 
not accept. Thomists and modernists have, he says, a different Weltan- 
schauung. In all his criticisms Le Roy is an adversary of every philosophy 
of the concept. He first takes up the cosmological argument ' a motu.' 
According to him this argument supposes that reality is composed of im- 
movable substances, to which movement is accidentally added. True philo- 
sophic method, on the contrary, commands us to take movement as the 
fundamental reality, and to consider immobility as a derivative reality, an 
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ideal limit in the movement which alone exists. The question between us 
and Le Roy may be stated thus: Can being by itself be movement, be- 
coming, or does it receive this movement, this becoming from something 
outside itself; and, in fine, does it receive it from an Absolute which itself 
is not becoming but being, pure possession of an unchanged reality? We 
may note: (i) that the traditional philosophy does not deny becoming. (2) 

There are two kinds of immobility: privative and transcendent. Immo- 
bility of a being made for action and capable of varying its perfection is 
privative; immobility of an Absolute which has in itself no becoming is 
transcendent. (3) If the principle of sufficient reason has ideal objectivity, 
it is necessary, in order to find the sufficient reason of any movement 
whatever, to go back to an Absolute which possesses transcendent immo- 
bility. For no being can give itself anything which it has not got. That 
there is something Absolute or necessary is beyond dispute. Le Roy, 
however, would not allow a ' being' which becomes but is only an infinite 
becoming. Yet he contradicts his own theory, for he speaks of a noumenon 
which underlies the phenomena. (4) Our concepts do not apply to God 
and to His creatures univocally, but analogically. Le Roy indeed concedes 
the analogical value of our concepts as applied to God, but he adds that 
this analogy cannot serve as a basis for any but conjectural reasoning. 
This we cannot admit. No doubt our knowledge of God is not scientific 
in the Spencerian sense of the word, but it has what the ancients called 
metaphysical certitude. Le Roy objects that to know God by means of 
reason would detract from His omnipotence by subjecting him to the logical 
laws. Would Le Roy say with Descartes that the divine will is purely 
arbitrary? The last four arguments of St. Thomas are particular forms of 
the argument from movement. The contingent is not sufficient, but de- 
mands the anterior existence of the necessary. Le Roy says that the argu- 
ment from contingency rests on the assumption of common sense that 
matter is an aggregate of radically distinct individuals, whereas according 
to him the real is continuous. Contingency is due to the unreality of the 
parts. The whole, the underlying noumenon, the sole reality, is necessary. 
But if there is nothing but continuous becoming, it is impossible to speak of 
an underlying noumenom Moreover, Le Roy ignores the action of the 
understanding in analyzing and giving meaning to the given of sense. In 
the argument from causality Le Roy misinterprets the reasoning of St. 
Thomas. The argument for the existence of a first cause rests not on the 
necessity of having an end to the series of caused causes, but on the in- 
sufficiency of a series of caused causes, - even if the series were infinite,- 

to explain any dependent causality. This does not at all touch the ques- 
tion as to whether the world was made in time or is from eternity. The 
argument from degrees of perfection of beings is a particular case of the 
argument from contingency. It is not to be confounded with the ontological 
argument of Anselm. To sum up, the dilemma is this: Either admit a 
pure Act, an uncaused Cause, Being in itself, a subsisting and infinite per- 
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fection; or with Heraclitus, Hegel, and the modern nominalists, affirm as 
Absolute a becoming without laws, a principle of creation which is incom- 
prehensible and contradictory as soon as we try to think of it. Le Roy 
chooses the latter, hoping to be able to replace the ' proof' of the existence 
of God by his lived experience. It remains to be seen how he uses the 
argument from the order of the universe for this purpose. 

M. MOLLOY. 

The Inductive Argumnentfor Deszgn. D. H. MACGREGOR. Mind, No. 64, 

PP. 535-548. 
Some events or series of events are such that a purely causal explana- 

tion is not adequate, does not exhaust the content of the series. The 
marks of causation are uniform and necessary sequence; those of design 
are contingency and utility. The evidence in favor of design is greatest 
in the biological sphere; but here it is least convincing, for the organic 
tendency to seek pleasure and avoid pain seems to explain the facts 
causally. In the inorganic sphere evidence is lacking. The modern 
argument for design substitutes an ethical and subjective for an objective 
and metaphysical form. Thus, as it takes the form of demonstrating finite 
purposiveness, it becomes more dependent on some valid proof of the 
unity of the world. This unity seems to be best represented in a formula 
which is dynamic as well as static. 

M. MOLLOY. 

Naturalism and Humanism. FREDERICK J. E. WOODBRIDGE. The 
Hibbert Journal, VI, I, PP. I-I7. 

The intellectual background of the modern spirit takes its color in great 
part from the two fundamental ideas of what we call Naturalism: (I) Man 
is not master over nature, but a part of it; (2) nature is essentially mechani- 
cal. This mechanical view of things has been so successful, both in the- 
ory and in practice, that it is almost impossible for us to think of nature in 
any other terms. However, Naturalism has not been emotionally satisfac- 
tory. A mechanical world is emotionally bankrupt. It is this emotional 
poverty which has both caused and justified the opposition of Humanism 
to Naturalism. Humanism, however, exhausts itself because it is merely 
reproductive instead of productive. Looking always to the past, it never 
turns to the direct experience of the present. Rich in culture, it solves no 
actual problems. A wider humanized Naturalism or naturalized Human- 
ism must take the place of these narrower types of thought. Mechanism 
itself has a profound moral and educative significance; the deepening con- 
sciousness of its power as an instrument gives us confidence that no evils 
are incurable, and that human stupidity is the chief source of human ills. 
Moreover, nature is not merely mechanical. Its machinery exists to sup- 
port and maintain its product, man. For man is a part of nature, carried 
on by her forces to work the works of intelligence. In him she bursts 
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forth into sustained consciousness of her own evolution, producing in him 
knowledge of her processes, estimations of her goods, and suspicions of 
her ultimate significance. This is a truth of nature and not a product of 
human fancy; and it is a truth fraught with the profoundest emotional im- 
port. The recognition of this truth would constitute a philosophy which 
would retain the truth of both Naturalism and Humanism, neither disre- 
garding mechanism nor condemning human ideals as illusory. 

E. H. HOLLANDS. 

PSYCHOLOGY. 

La definition de la mkmoire. L. DUGAS. Rev. Ph., XXXII, IO, PP. 365- 
382. 

Memory, like all psychological facts, appears between two limits. There 
is no memory (i) when perceptions are crude, nor (2) when they are 
completely systematized. Memory may fail from defect of perception, 
or from sensations being rejected by consciousness; for it depends 
upon the reception given both by consciousness. The mere reverber- 
ations of past perceptions do not constitute memory, but they are its 
raw material. They may reappear automatically, or by physiological 
necessity, but cannot be recalled. The perfect systematization of per- 
ception is no longer called memory, but habit, knowledge, capacity, 
talent. The memory elements must be organized in order that they 
may become accessible to us, or that we may evoke them; for the 
property of being recalled is a part of their essence. The distinction be- 
tween memory and habit is therefore artificial, the one being a systematic 
association of images, the other a systematic association of acts. Accord- 
ing as the representative element or the motor element predominates in a 
system of images, the system is called memory or habit. Both are acts of 
organization, and this is their fundamental character. Mental elements 
that are ' known' never seem to be recalled; the mind denies their char- 
acter as mnemonic facts or as acquisitions of the past. It is in this sense 
that we say that memory excludes systematization. It is not their quality 
of being retained and recalled, but that of being recognized by the mind 
as its individual acquisitions, that gives to facts of consciousness the name 
of memories. There is no memory when the mind has lost trace of its 
personal acquisitions. The states constituting this lower limit may be 
called Iinfra-memory' ; those perfectly organized states constituting the 
upper limit, I supra-memory.' Memory proper takes place between pure 
sensation and pure thought. The same law applies to the case of affec- 
tive memory. Crude feeling states are not memories, even when more or 
less organized. E. JORDAN. 

M. Ribot's Theory of the Passions. A. F. SHAND. Mind, No. 64, 
PP. 477-505. 

Under the word 'passion' Ribot includes such feelings as gluttony, 
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drunkenness, sensuality, ambition, love of gambling, adventure, and sports, 
avarice, political passion, patriotism, and religion. We must approve of 
this attempt to find some term to express these chief systems of character 
and to distinguish them from individual emotions. Ribot characterizes 
passion as simply a more complex and stable feeling than emotion. The 
principle underlying this classification is a division of the feelings based 
on quantitative differences of intensity, stability, and complexity. Through 
his application of this principle, Ribot has isolated the emotions from the 
passions and failed to understand their intimate, reciprocal relation. The 
emotions have an essential place and function in the passions, and the 
true distinction between them is the distinction between the same feelings 
regarded alternately as individuals and as forming a higher organization. 
Passion is organized emotion. In every passion there is a system of self- 
control regulating more or less efficiently the intensity and behavior of its 
emotions. But passion is not sufficiently defined as organized emotion; it 
is also organized desire. If we apply this theory to the interpretation of 
the passions, we find that all the passions except hate are varieties of love. 
We come next to the genealogical problem on which Ribot lays so much 
stress. The instinct on which the development of love is based is not any 
one of the instincts at the root of the primary emotions, nor all of them as 
a collection, but is their total existence as an organized system. The 
instinct of love, though the most complex of human instincts, is not itself 
love in any proper and complete sense of the term until it has found a 
suitable object. Joy is the signal that it has found an object. Thus the 
passion is based not only on the highly complex instinct of love, but also 
on the instincts which are involved in the dispositions of the primary 
emotions. 

M. MOLLOY. 

Concerning Animal Perception. G. H. MEAD. Psych. Rev., XIV, 6, 
PP. 383-390. 
The inadequate treatment of animal perception, both in general psy- 

chologies and in special investigations of animal intelligence, is due in 
part to the incompleteness of the theory concerning human perception, 
and in part to an insufficient analysis of the conditions of possible percep- 
tion in the lower animal forms. It would seem that in human conscious- 
ness there are phases in which perception is reduced to a minimum; e. g., 
certain processes of improvement in games take place even below the per- 
ceptual level. Thorndyke calls such a process an association of an im- 
pulse and a stimulus which lies outside the association of ideas. The 
present article attempts to show that this form of association will explain 
many instances of animal reaction commonly conceived of as perception 
by the animal psychologists, and that the reaction is not necessarily the 
result of an association of ideal contents. As a type of these instances, 
the author takes the action of the chick in rejecting the cinnabar caterpillar. 

G. W. CUNNINGHAM. 
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L'imilation dans 1'idee du moi. J. PAULHAN. Rev. Ph., XXXII, 9, pp. 
272-28 I. 

I dream that a stranger has attacked me, and has taken possession of my 
arms and hands. I am clearly conscious of the beating of my heart, which 
I recognize as belonging to myself, and not to the assailant. This dream 
presents facts common to such cases. The recognition of the second per- 
sonality is usually accompanied by a clear consciousness of self. Any- 
thing, like the beating of the heart, which is recognized as belonging to the 
real personality, assumes great importance. A second dream: S. dreams 
that he is walking in silence with a friend. Suddenly, and without sur- 
prise, he sees his friend walking and talking with a companion behind him. 
Meanwhile, his friend is walking in silence by his side. This is another 
case of the construction of an extra personality, which is accompanied by 
an increased clearness in the consciousness of self. Another instance of 
this phenomenon is found in the case of personal and impersonal opinions. 
I hold a theory which I do not regard as my own. It is true, and hence 
belongs to all. If, however, the theory is antagonized, I identify myself 
with it, in defending it, with the result that the consciousness of self comes 
to the front. In still other cases, we come by the idea of ourselves by look- 
ing upon ourselves as if we were strangers. We thus construct an idea of 
ourselves in terms of what we imagine to be the opinions of others. 

A. H. JONES. 

Kri/ik der Widerlegung des Parallelismus auf Grund einer I naurwissen- 
schaf/lichen" Analyse der Handlung durch Hans Driesch. ERICH 

BECHER. Z. f. Psych., XLV, 6, pp. 40I-440. 

The problem which Driesch had set himself was, in general, to discover 
what constitutes the essential characteristics of a human action as an event 
in space when looked at simply from the standpoint of the natural sciences, 
and, in particular, to find out whether such an action could be conceived 
as a purely mechanical or machine-like event, as is done by the upholders 
of psychophysical parallelism. The latter question was answered nega- 
tively, and to both Becher raises a number of objections. The first criter- 
ion of a human action, according to Driesch, is the "historical reaction 
basis," i. e., the peculiarity of an action is essentially determined by pre- 
vious stimuli and their particular reactions. Becher objects that this does 
not distinguish a human action from the movement of a machine, for the 
well-known reason that repeated use will sooner or later wear out any kind 
of instrument. In a more detailed statement of Driesch's first criterion, it 
is said that the combination of succeeding effects is entirely independent 
of the combination of previous stimuli. But the same thing can easily be 
conceived to occur in certain machines, e. g., in a somewhat modified 
phonograph. Such imaginary machines differ at best only in degree from 
the human organism. Driesch confuses here two definitions of a machine. 
Instead of opposing to his general vitalistic action any inorganic physico- 
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chemical event, he limits himself to technical instruments as constructed 
by man. The second criterion, according to Driesch, is the fact that the 
stimulus acts as a whole, as a unity, and not simply as a summation of cer- 
tain physical and chemical events, and it brings forth reactions which also 
in a certain sense present themselves as a whole. Again Becher objects 
that this is not only conceivable but actually occurs in purely mechanical 
systems such as the telephone. Frequently the actual or immediate stimulus 
which touches off a series of human reactions is only the last member of a 
long series of more remote stimuli, and a slight change in the immediate 
stimulus may cause a great difference in, or even inhibition of, the normal 
reaction. This, however, can be easily paralleled in mechanics, as when 
the winding key of a very complex automatic machine is modified. Further- 
more, it is said that all mechanical systems presuppose a preestablished or 
preformed connection between certain causes and certain effects, while in 
human life the stimuli act as a separate individual whole resulting in a 
separate individual act. But they do this, Becher objects, only in as far 
as there is a preformed connection between the stimuli and the human 
organism; in other words, certain elements in the reaction are predeter- 
mined by certain elements in the stimulus, while certain other elements 
may be more or less accidental. Among other criteria of perhaps minor 
importance, our author criticises the one which denies a struggle for ex- 
istence among purely mechanical systems, and the other which asserts the 
non-teleological character of machines. Other proofs adduced by Driesch 
for a vitalistic conception of human actions are summarily refuted by Becher 
as unconvincing. 

L. R. GEISSLER. 

A firojios de la Ime'hode d'introsfiection" dans la fsychologie exieri- 
men/ale. A. MICHOTTE. Rev. Neo.-Sc., XIV, 4, pp. 507-532. 

Within the last few years the method commonly called " introspective" 
has acquired a scientific standing on the same basis as the other methods 
of experimental psychology. Under certain conditions it is capable of fur- 
nishing scientific results. We proceed to the determination of some of 
these conditions. To be scientific an experiment must obey the following 
laws: (i) The observer must be able to make the phenomenon appear and 
to observe it with sustained attention. (2) He must be able at will to 
reproduce the phenomenon under identical conditions. (3) He must be 
able to isolate the conditions of the phenomena from concomitant circum- 
stances, and to vary the conditions. To what degree do current psycho- 
logical methods realize these conditions ? Introspection is the observation 
of internal facts, as opposed to the observation of external facts. Every 
psychological method is therefore necessarily introspective. But among 
psychological methods one may distinguish direct and indirect. In the 
direct methods, e. g., in perception, external and internal observations 
coincide, so that the experimental conditions can be realized in the same 
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way as in all the physical sciences. In the methods of studying mem- 
ory, association, time of reaction, etc., what one observes is no longer the 
psychical phenomenon provoked by the external stimulus, but a psychical 
phenomenon provoked by the perception of the stimulus. These methods 
are indirect also in the second sense that the psychic phenomena they 
investigate cannot be observed in process, but only afterwards through 
memory. In these indirect methods the observer cannot himself determine 
the appearance of the phenomenon. All he knows is when the excitation 
is going to take place and of what kind it will be; and he can concentrate 
his attention on remembering the process. The development of the indi- 
rect method has its best source in the measurement of times of reaction. 
This experiment consists in applying some stimulus to a subject, who, 
when he perceives it, is to react in a certain way, e. g., by pressing an 
electric button. The time which elapses between the appearance of the 
stimulus and the movement of reaction is the time of reaction. Introspec- 
tion studies the psychical phenomena within this time. Difficulties arise 
here owing to the fact that the field of consciousness is not all equally clear. 
These difficulties are to a large extent obviated by the instructions given 
to the observer before the experiment. The kind of the stimulus can also 
be determined by the experimenter. The same instructions may be given 
for several kinds of excitants. The preparation of the subject is another 
important factor under the control of the experimenter. Changing the 
instructions in the course of a series of experiments helps to secure im- 
portant results. A difficulty is found in the unreliability of memory. This 
is, however, here reduced to a minimum by the favorable conditions of the 
experiment and by the possibility of repeating the experiment several times. 
Still another difficulty arises in giving exact expression in language to the 
observed phenomena. Indeed, the identity between the reproduced and 
the original phenomenon remains a postulate. It is undecided whether the 
experimenter should interrupt the introspections of the observer with ques- 
tions. On the whole, it would seem good to employ questions during the 
first experiments in order to ensure a common vocabulary, but afterwards 
they may be dropped except in rare cases. Finally, it is seldom possible 
to repeat an experiment under identical conditions. For the fact of having 
observed a phenomenon once will influence the next observation. We 
reply that even though the experiments are not entirely identical, yet cer- 
tain parts of the processes are identical, such as the qualitative effect of the 
instruction, etc. A great number of experiments will thus ensure a scien- 
tific result even in the case of complicated psychical phenomena. 

M. MOLLOY. 

ETHICS. 

Doit-on fonder la science morale et comment? A. FOUILLE'E. Rev. Ph., 
XXX, II, pp. 449-475. 
For any science, principles are necessary not only for its own construc- 
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tion, but also for determining its relations to other sciences. This is es- 
pecially true of morality, for its data differ from those of other sciences; 
moreover, its problems are immanent and not transcendent, as in other 
sciences. The truth or falsity of moral ideas must be established by ex- 
amination of their elements, their conditions, and their origin. To take 
the ' sentiment of obligation' as a ' fact,' and thus to construct a natural 
philosophy of manners, would be to abandon true science. The funda- 
mentals of a science must be examined from three points of view: the logi- 
cal, the psychological, and the epistemological. By the logical bases of a 
science is meant the body of its most general principles. The psychologi- 
cal bases are those which establish the conformity of the principles of that 
science with our constitution, as beings endowed with intelligence, sensi- 
bility, and will. The epistemological bases are established by a critical 
analysis of consciousness, seeking the origin and the objective validity of 
the principles of the science. All sciences deal with the relations of causes 
and effects ; these relations, interpreted in terms of will, become those of 
means to ends, without losing their scientific character. So not only is a 
practical science of morality possible, but since every idea has within itself 
an energy, all theory is practical. The method based on this conception 
of the idea, called the morality of ' idea-energy,' is psychological, and has 
two characters : it considers (i) the nature of the internal reality, and (2) 

the realization of the idea through its peculiar energy. In the moral sub- 
ject there are: (i) the true self, conscious of its power, the element of per- 
sonal dignity; and (2) the idea of others, within which is the notion of 
disinterestedness, the first step toward the universal. The principle of 
human nature and that of the ideal purposes of humanity are the two psy- 
chological principles of the science. Our choice among things corresponds 
to the qualities in things. Values are always relative, and depend upon 
desire; but desire is rational, as determined by our ideas. That which is 
desired is conceived as in a sense independent of us, yet the real verity is 
the system of relations which subsists between subjects and objects. Obli- 
gation is such a relation; it is social because cosmic, and moral because 
social and cosmic. The individual finds his complete self bound up with 
the lives of others, and with the life of the whole. Yet the world becomes 
complete through the perfection of the individuals. The 'good' is that 
toward which the human consciousness tends, and may be called the ' per- 
suasive ideal.' The theory of 'idea-energy' holds (i) that the origin of 
the moral idea cannot be determined, and (2) that the moral idea is the 
origin of that group of effects which constitutes morality. The validity of 
the moral idea and its practical efficiency depend upon the intrinsic value 
of intelligence and will. 

E. JORDAN. 
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Les consequences morales de 'effor/. G. TRUC. Rev. Ph., XXXII, 9, 
pp. 225-247. 

This investigation is an attempt to show the relation between effort as a 
psychic state and moral values. The conclusion reached is that effort is 
the measure of value; that we value things in proportion to what they have 
cost us. It is first necessary to consider the nature of effort. There are 
three kinds of effort: muscular, emotional, and moral effort. Muscular 
effort arises from the fact that the organism is not a photographic plate 
which passively receives sensations. It is its nature to react upon the 
outer world, and this implies force and resistance to that force. But where 
there is a force acting against a physical resistance, there is muscular effort. 
Muscular effort, then, is a sensation of simple impulsion joined to an 
organic reaction. In emotional and moral effort, the force and resistance 
which give rise to the phenomenon of effort are found in the struggle of 
ideas for supremacy in consciousness. In emotional effort, the images are 
violent and highly colored, and seem to contend among themselves for 
supremacy regardless of conscious control. Emotional effort is thus largely 
undirected, and is not very noticeable because it is overshadowed by the 
violence of the images, and the movements which operate in the individual 
to satisfy his desires. Moral effort, unlike emotional effort, arises in the 
conscious direction of psychical forces according to a law imposed by the 
individual on himself. We are now in a position to see the relation 
between effort and morality. This relation is expressed in the saying: 
we value things in proportion to what they have cost us. In other words, 
moral evaluation and the amount of effort expended are directly propor- 
tional. This is shown in the moral values recognized by the individual 
and by the race. Personal morality has its birth in the conflict between 
self-interest and social interest. Self-interest is one of the strongest of 
human instincts; consequently, wherever this is sacrificed to the general 
welfare, the sacrifice involves a great expenditure of effort. Costing us as 
much as it does, morality is valued by us above all else. In the morality 
of the group, we find the same relation between value and effort. Things 
like territorial integrity, liberty, etc., which cost the group most, are valued 
most highly. From this it is evident that, both in the morality of the indi- 
vidual and in that of the state, the moral worth of anything is dependent 
on the effort it has cost, and is directly proportional to it. 

A. H. JONES. 

The Physical Basis of Conduct. E. G. SPAULDING. Psych. Bul., IV, 9, 
pp. 273-297. 

The purpose of the paper is to determine the relation of the organic 
things and events forming the basis of conduct to inorganic phenomena. 
The author begins by considering the laws uniformly accepted as valid for 
inorganic phenomena. These laws are of two kinds: general or funda- 
mental, and specific or empirical. Four fundamental laws are given: (I) 
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the conservation of energy; (2) the conditions of transformation; (3) 
entropy; (4) determinism. The four laws are then expressed by a brief 
formula. The author indicates three ' functional, descriptive, or empirical 
laws, and insists that they can be made constituents of energy-laws. 
Regarding the relation of the four laws to empirical laws and to concrete 
phenomena, two positions are taken: (i) the four laws extend through the 
empirical and become incorporated in the concrete phenomena; (2) they 
express only the quantitative aspect, existing side by side with the qualita- 
tive, but not penetrating it. Spaulding supports the first view, for the 
second position is due to the fundamental distinction made between organic 
and inorganic phenomena; by interpreting teleology as contradictory to 
determinism ' formaliter,' it seeks to avoid at the same time any contradic- 
tion with it ' realiter.' Three cases are given of the relations of one law to 
another. If the second position be accepted, teleology cannot be inter- 
preted in the usual way. If the first position be postulated, then determin- 
ism and teleology, applied to the same process, are either contradictory 
'realiter,' or express incorporate characteristics of the same process, or 
else stand in the relation of genus and species. An attempt is now made 
to establish a thorough-going deterministic position applying to all phe- 
nomena within the organism. Things (systems), events, relations, and 
qualities are examined; also the ' creative synthesis' operating in all cases 
of whole and parts. The qualities of the whole may result additively from 
those of the parts; in certain cases exact functional relation may be dis- 
covered between certain laws of qualities of the whole and those of the 
parts; in other cases no such functional relation is discernible. Most of 
our present knowledge of the organism is of the third type; hence the view 
that the organism itself is the only useful unit for biological investigation. 
The author then shows how far physical laws apply to organisms, and 
argues that determinism extends to the qualities. Consistency demands 
that we adopt for organic phenomena the same principles of procedure as 
are accepted for inorganic. This means, of course, a complete and 
thoroughgoing determinism for all processes and qualities found within the 
organism. Hence there is absolutely no opportunity for teleology, if this 
mean the variation of means to an end; so that, if the term be retained, 
its meaning must be modified. A teleology of descriptive laws conducive 
to the preservation and progress of the individual or of the species is not 
only compatible with, but is a special case of determinism. When there 
are certain events, physical or psychical, identified with conduct, they must 
conform to these deterministic principles. The psychical teleology, then, 
becomes a special case of the objective, and the organic is related to the 
inorganic as species under the same genus. 

R. A. TSANOFF. 
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